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Types of Sheet Metal Fabrication Services Providers
Various companies offer sheet metal fabrication services, including SFI in Southfield, MI. SFI has the
experience and equipment to provide quality products for multiple markets. Its customers are global
leaders in many industries, including construction and agricultural equipment, transportation
components, and lawn & garden equipment. The following are the most common types of projects
SFI completes. Below are some of the main types of work SFI does for customers.

Sheet metal fabrication services include a wide range of surface finishing options.
Precision sheet metal fabrication service providers can create various products and parts.
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Precision sheet metal fabrication uses large shears to slice through the material.
Welding is a process that joins multiple pieces of metal using the focused application of heat and
pressure.
Sheet metal fabrication services are essential to many industries.
 

Sheet metal fabrication services include a wide range of
surface finishing options. 
 
The most common surface treatments include painting, powder coating, galvanizing, and
electroplating. The thickness of a sheet can range anywhere from six millimeters to more than a
meter. Materials used for sheet metal fabrication may include steel alloys, stainless steel, aluminum,
brass, magnesium, bronze, and many other materials. A sheet metal fabricator can also customize
the process to fit your specifications.
 

Precision sheet metal fabrication service providers can create
various products and parts. 
 
These include metal furniture, stairwell railings, fencing, and cages. Other common parts
manufactured by these companies include ductwork, grating, and venting. These services also
produce lighting hoods, architectural elements, and aircraft frameworks. A few examples of the types
of products created by these companies are discussed below.
 

Precision sheet metal fabrication uses large shears to slice
through the material. 
 
This process is used to create parts with tolerances up to 0.005 inches. This process is most
commonly used for satellite dishes, kitchen funnels, rocket motor casings, and missile nose cones.
Other sheet metal fabrication types include spinning, ring bending, and water jet cutting. Aside from
these, other processes include rolling, hydroforming, and expanding.
 

Welding is a process that joins multiple pieces of metal using
the focused application of heat and pressure.
 
 Welding services can be automated, semi-automated, or manual and can use various materials.
Generally, the most common materials used for sheet metal fabrication are aluminum and steel
alloys. Other materials include copper, brass, magnesium, and bronze. The report will give you a
complete overview of the global sheet metal fabrication services market.
The global sheet metal fabrication services market is highly competitive and has numerous
applications. The North American market is the most competitive, with over 40 companies offering
services in the US, Europe, and Asia-Pacific regions. However, the overall market is growing fast,
with significant growth potential in all areas. Whether you are looking for a small business or an
effective company, you'll find many opportunities in this market.
 

Sheet metal fabrication services are essential to many
industries.
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 With the right technology, these services can create and manufacture unique products. The most
common applications include automotive, aerospace, and electronics. For example, a company could
manufacture a car or a motorcycle. The company could also create custom-designed components for
other industries. Many companies offer these services in different fields, including manufacturing and
engineering. These companies specialize in metal fabrication and can accommodate your specific
needs.
Besides the manufacturing process, sheet metal fabrication services can also offer other services.
For example, plating involves applying liquid to sheet metal and hardening it to create a durable, long-
lasting finish. Unlike different finishes, plating is usually a more expensive process, and it is not
recommended for all projects. The project will require two or more forming methods and several
finishing techniques for most jobs.
PMI's precision sheet metal fabrication services can meet tight tolerances of 0.005 inches. These
services are available in various metals and can fabricate parts with tolerances of up to 0.015 inches.
Moreover, they can produce products as small as two inches in diameter. With this kind of service,
you can save time and money by outsourcing the whole process. The team of professionals at PMI
can also provide complete finishing services for many paint processes.
COVID-19, a global industry standard for quality and safety, is a requirement to fabricate metal
components. By requiring that a company meet these standards, it will not be hard to compete in the
global market. Furthermore, COVID-19 requires that sheet metal be inspected and documented to
ensure safety for the public. Third-party inspection service is vital for the quality and safety of the
products manufactured by a supplier.
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